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Abstract : A better understanding of mechanisms of adhesion between a 200 nm thick silicon dioxide layer and a 4.5 µm thick 

polymeric hardcoat is indispensable for an efficient adhesion at the interface. To reach this purpose, focus is placed on two axes: 

finding an applicable and effective method to quantify adhesion and in parallel, characterizing mechanical properties of materials 

composing the system. The second axis is needed to obtain data to feed modeling codes, enabling a better analysis of the 

adhesion experiment. Modulus of modified Si02 was found to be roughly 20% higher than reference Si02, by nanoindentation. 

AFM experiments showed no difference between modified and reference Si02 • Currently, an investigation to detect cracks at the 

interface of interest for micro-tensile test is ongoing. Adhesion tests, such as micro-compression will be performed as well. 
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Force applied versus Sample Extension 

Agrawal and Raj model 
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SEM micrographs of fractured tensile specimens 
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Determination of firstCrackingoccurrence 
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Identification of layersaftertensiletest by EDS 

Methodolo 
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Evaluation of Practical Adhesion 
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AFM 
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F= Force in pN 

F = Adhesive Force in pN 

E = Young's Modulus in MPa 

u = Poisson's ratio of the sample 

R= Radiusof theindenterinnm 

6=1ndentationDepthin nm 

Experiments performed using 
Peak Force QNM on 
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First micro-tensile experiments suggest that most noticeable cracks are located at the hardcoat/substrate interface. This was determined by EDS on fractured areas, after tensile stress. 

Modulus of modified Si02 was found to be roughly 20% higher than reference Si02 by nanoindentation. Considering the high standard deviation of moduli measured by AFM, no significant difference 

between moduli of modified and reference Si02 was observed by AFM. However, an important difference between moduli of Si02 on lens and on Si wafer was observed. This exposes unexpected 

influence of substrate on mechanical measurements using AFM, which has been hypothetically attributed to impact of Peak Force high frequency oscillations on viscoelastic substrates. Currently, an 

investigation to detect cracks at the interface of interest after micro-tensile test is ongoing. Other adhesion tests, such as micro-compression will be performed as well. 
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